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Section 11: Teaching Word Choice
Mini-Lesson #2 — Energize writing with strong action verbs

Strong Action Verbs

Bat plunges, fast as blinking, and grabs it in her open mouth. But the moth’s 
pearly scales are moon-dust slippery. It slithers from between her teeth. Bat dives; 
nets it with a wing tip, scoops it into her mouth.  
Bat Loves the Night, Nicola Davies

Pour, ooze, or glop your ingredients into the cups. You can make single-flavor 
treats or you can combine flavors. If you opt for the second scheme, see if you can 
concoct a mixture whose color was previously unknown to humankind.  
“Make Frozen Treats,” How to Do a Belly Flop! Marc Tyler Nobleman & Dave & Joe Borgenicht 

Crush a few tablets of vitamin C and make a paste with a little warm water. Apply 
it to the wart and cover it with some gauze and tape. The citric acid may irritate 
the wart enough to make it go away.  
Oh, Yuck! The Encyclopedia of Everything Nasty, Joy Masoff 

I blind the sky with lightning. The earth trembles with my thunder. I rage. I drench 
the mountainside. I am the storm. 
Water Dance, Thomas Locker

The turtle smells the sand and stares at the bright moonlight that glistens across 
the ocean. She rests a moment and then, like a windup toy, pulls herself quickly 
across the beach with her flippers. Always she heads straight for the silvery 
moonlight. Clack, click-clack. A crab pops out of its burrow and sees the dark mov-
ing shape. Just in time, the turtle reaches the edge of the water. A gentle wave 
splashes across her back and carries her into the sea.  
Into the Sea, Brenda Z. Guiberson
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